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About This Game

# Synopsis
the mankind found an unknown ore in a comet that crashed on Earth…

Because of this, they accomplished to develop an extraordinary civilization. The speed of scientific development increased
rapidly and faced a new civilized age. Old age spaceships became artifacts and were valued enough to consider them as

historical pieces.
These new spaceships went deep into the space to collect even more ores. They named this ore, Oort-nite. However, one day,

monsters appeared across the world and attacked mankind simultaneously.

# Features of this game build
- A visual novel featuring text-based story with narration, computer graphics

- Korean webtoon artists GLPI’s first visual novel “Over the Cloud: Lost Planet”
  it includes many of GLPI’s delicate artwork and high-quality illustrations.
- Character’s deep and overflowing emotions and high-quality illustrations.

- Theme song composed by “Lee Il-woo,” a member of the world-renowned post-rock band “Jambinai”
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Title: Over The Cloud : Lost Planet
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Archive Factory
Publisher:
Archive Factory
Release Date: 6 May, 2019

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: window 7

Processor: Intel Primium 3

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 32MB or more graphics card

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Direct Sound

English,Japanese,Korean
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Well, first of all, the synopsis is misleading - that description is actually about background story that happened the past of actual
plot. The actual story happens at an institution in spacecraft, not earth and the game is not about some kind of a big scale
monster war - it is more like a group survival from a few of murdering beasts.

That said, the game feels a little short (approximately 2.5 hr) - at least compared to VNs of similar prices. While translation
quality is decent from a view of a native Korean(me), I can't really say the amount of plot worth a current price, and the plot
itself is not that particularly creative, just average one.

Also, this VN lacks several feature like auto mode or skip mode(it can be only manually skipped via Ctrl key, and doesn't
support window mode very well(The window is almost large as full screen mode and its size can not be altered). I think these
feature can be improved with a proper patch, but it lacks those feature currently.

In conclusion, this VN feels just average(or slightly below average considering lacks of some feature mentioned above) except
its short length for a price - that is why I give this "not recommended" rating. However it is also true this game can be finished
withing 2 hour(maximum hour available for refund) if you decided to skip all bad endings, so it might be worth checking for
yourself.
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